Extrapolating continuous color emotions through deep learning
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By means of an experimental dataset, we use deep learning to implement an RGB (red, green, and blue) extrapolation of emotions associated to color, and do a mathematical study of the results obtained through this neural network. In particular, we see that males (type-m individuals) typically associate a given emotion with darker colors, while females (type-f individuals) associate it with brighter colors. A similar trend was observed with older people and associations to lighter colors. Moreover, through our classification matrix, we identify which colors have weak associations to emotions and which colors are typically confused with other colors.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The relation between colors and human emotion has been studied for more than a century (see, for instance, [1–8]). Even longer ago, colors were commonly associated to emotions in a universal manner that allowed populations to quickly understand the given emotions. For example, for centuries, in many cultures it has been said that someone “had the blues” [9] or “is feeling blue” when being depressed or sad. As explained in [10], the phrase “feeling blue” comes from deepwater sailing ships: If a ship lost the captain or any of the officers during its voyage, then blue flags would be shown and a blue band would be painted along the entire hull when returning to home port.

Inspired by [11,12], we consider their database [12] to analyze the correlation between colors and emotions via a deep-learning approach. While machine-learning techniques have been used before in this direction (e.g., see [13] and references therein), we take a different approach which allows us to discern several interesting patterns.

When using a deep-learning approach to quantify color-emotion associations, one expects to observe certain behaviors. In particular:

(a) Certain colors should have strong associations with emotion and a high classification accuracy.

(b) Some colors are associated with multiple emotions and would have a low classification accuracy.

(c) Regional and geographic factors may have a factor in color-emotion associations and would provide a deep-learning approach to distinguish the region.

(d) Several colors are associated with a single emotion.

Color-association studies usually consider a discrete number of colors. In particular, this is the case of the study leading to the dataset [12] which we shall use in the present paper, where participants associated emotions to 12 color terms: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, turquoise, purple, pink, brown, black, gray, and white. It should be emphasized that the experiment did not show colors, but rather gave the terms of colors, and it was left to the participant’s imagination as to the choice of what those words meant.

To carry out our mathematical study, we have used the standard Decimal Code (R,G,B) to represent the 12 colors of [12], a depiction of which is in Fig. 1.

In recent decades, colors have also been studied in terms of emotional reactions to color hue, saturation, and brightness (e.g., [14,15]). Here, we shall put the two approaches together to consider a different path where we let the color association within our neural network take a continuum of colors, and hence consider a continuous RGB analysis [16], depicted in Fig. 2.

After introducing some background in Sec. II, we dedicate Secs. III and IV to the main findings of our work, which can
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be seen in two different directions in terms of associations of individuals of type \( m \) (males) and of type \( f \) (females), as follows:

(i) From the classification matrix, we used a neural network approach which is different from the paper’s SVM approach [13]:

(a) From the matrix, we can identify which colors have weak associations to emotions and which colors are typically confused with other colors.

(ii) Through an RGB regression, we study single emotion associations as well as how associations vary across age and gender (\( m \) and \( f \)), which we have not seen previously discussed through mathematical models. In particular, we see the following:

(a) Males typically associate the same emotions with darker colors than females do.

(b) Older people do associations to lighter colors.

We shall expand on the analysis and applications of the above findings in Sec. V.

II. BACKGROUND: A MACHINE-LEARNING APPROACH TO QUANTIFY THE SPECIFICITY OF COLOR EMOTION

The current research was inspired by the previous work in Ref. [13], and thus we shall dedicate this section to reviewing some of the main results which shall prove useful for our research and for comparison with our results. Their research proposes that the color specificity of emotion associations and country specificity of color-emotion associations can be measured using a multivariate pattern classification approach.

When classifying the data, the authors used an optimized support vector machine (SVM) approach with a 10-fold cross validation (CV) to evaluate accuracy and considered two classifiers.

(i) The first classifier predicted color on the basis of 20 ratings of color-emotion associations. The classifier achieved an accuracy of 38.7% when tested on 4 countries, and achieved an accuracy of 30.4% when the classifier was applied to a dataset of 30 countries.

The true positive rate was the highest for black and red, followed by brown, pink, and gray. Thus they elicited very specific associations.

(ii) The second classifier predicted country on the basis of 240 ratings of color-emotion associations to quantify the degree to which color-emotion associations are country specific. The same learning model was used and achieved an accuracy of 80.2% when tested on the four countries China, Greece, Germany, and United Kingdom.

The data indicated strong country-specific color-emotion associations. For example, the association between brown and disgust was stronger in Germany than the other remaining countries, and almost nonexistent in China, and only the participants in Greece indicated a strong association between purple and sadness.

III. PREDICTING THE ASSOCIATED COLORS

As mentioned before, the data we shall use in the present manuscript consist of 944 submissions from [12]. We shall consider the gender variables as indicating participants to be type \( m \) (male) and type \( f \) (female), and shall consider the standard Decimal Code (R,G,B) conversion of the colors’ words used in [12] to carry out our mathematical study. Including age and gender, a total of 22 input variables were used to predict the associated color. The learning structure that was used was a neural network with two hidden layers of size 10, and an output layer with 12 nodes, one for each color as depicted in Fig. 4.

The predicted color is the output node with the greatest activation. The neural network was trained using a training set of size 2000 and testing using a cross-validation set
of size approximately 10 000. We used the standard backpropagation algorithm to optimize the edge weight parameters of the neural network to improve the classification accuracy on the cross-validation set. The results are summarized in Fig. 5, with classification accuracy at about 33%.

A. Accuracy depending on colors

From our study, we see different levels of accuracy obtained in our predictions, allowing us to infer the level of emotional association that colors have. Indeed, the following is observed, as depicted in Fig. 6:

(a) The colors black, brown, pink, and red are predicted with high accuracy and indicate a strong association with emotion.
(b) In contrast, the colors green and purple are predicted with very low accuracy and indicate weak association with emotion.

B. Color exchanges

Through our study, we note that some pairs of colors are frequently confused, indicating the variability of the emotional association and the need for further understanding the relation between colors in such pairs, both from the visual as well as emotional points of view. In particular, we note that as depicted in Fig. 7, the following occurs:

(a) black and brown are confused for gray;
(b) blue for turquoise and green;
(c) orange for yellow;
(d) brown for green and gray;
(e) and white for turquoise.

Interestingly, colors such as green and purple are rarely predicted at all, even though all colors appear the same number of times. This suggests that their association to emotion is weak enough to make it beneficial for the neural network to always output a different color. In order to improve accuracy, and given the above usual exchanges of colors, we consider the following two alternative setups to understand the color association:

(A) Group similar colors to minimize confusion and improve accuracy.
(B) Implement a continuous RGB output instead of a classification network. This can be used to demonstrate how subtle changes in color associations are influenced by varying emotion, and it should be noted that it was not attempted in [13].

C. Grouping colors

To improve the consistency of the color classification, one natural step is to reduce the dimension of the output layer by grouping colors by similar emotion associations in accordance with Fig. 8. In particular, we have grouped together the darker colors black, gray, and purple. By reducing the dimension by a factor of two, we have significantly improved the classification accuracy to 52% from the 33% in the full color classification. One notable observation is
that the brown group is more often classified as the black-gray-purple group and the blue-green-turquoise group than its own group, a pattern not observed in the classification without dimension reduction. Additionally, the white group is almost never classified correctly, most often being classified as the blue-green-turquoise group. One possible explanation is that white is mostly associated with relief, a trait that is shared among the blue-green-turquoise group. Lastly, the orange-yellow group was incorrectly classified as the blue-green-turquoise group about just as often as it was correctly classified, which again can be explained by shared emotions such as joy and pleasure.

D. Average color association

In the survey, participants are asked to describe the strength of the association between color-emotion pairs on a scale from 0 to 5. The table shown in Fig. 9 displays the average association value across every color-emotion pair among all the participants in the dataset, which serves as a visualization of the entire dataset without the age and gender factors. Some of the limitations of the results described in the single color association are that certain emotions can strongly associate with multiple conflicting colors, leading to an ambiguous mix of colors, often producing a brown. For example, both amusement and pleasure are associated with both colors such as blue and turquoise as well as colors such as red and orange, the combination of which cannot be described by a single color, leading to some ambiguity and variation.

Certain colors such as black, pink, and red display strong associations with at least one emotion, while others, such as brown and yellow, display weaker associations across all emotions. Likewise, we see that certain emotions such as love, relief, and sadness display strong associations with at least one color, while others, such as contempt, regret, and shame, display weaker associations across all colors.

IV. CONTINUOUS RGB ANALYSIS

The use of a continuum of colors for studying human emotional associations has appeared in the literature for many decades now (see, for example, the use within neural networks in [18], within emotional expressions in robotics [19], and when considering color combinations in [20]) and has become more important recently because of their impact in image-retrieval processes. While many experiments have used color-emotion metrics for single colors or pairs of colors, in many cases similar metrics were recently used in image retrieval showing that humans perceive color emotions for multicolored images in similar ways (e.g., see [21]). Hence, it becomes relevant to analyze the continuum of colors in the context of [12] to deduce novel correlations between colors and emotions.

The RGB regression study was implemented with the same neural network depicted in Fig. 4, with 22 nodes, two hidden layers of size 20 and 10, and three output nodes, representing the intensity of red, green, and blue. The training set (size
2000) was modified so that each color was converted to an RGB value based on standard conventions for color. By means of the neural network described above, we develop an interface which allows one to predict the color depending on the choice of different variables. This interface, shown in Fig. 10, has a slider for each input variable which can be adjusted. The age slider varies from 0 to 50, the gender slider varies from 0 to 1 (0 is female, 1 is male), and each emotion varies from 0 to 5. The color at the top represents the predicted color based on the RGB output.

A. Color-emotion associations across gender

Gender differences when encoding and decoding color associations and facial emotions have long been considered (e.g., see [22] and references therein). While in many cases differences have been found, in other settings gender and age have not presented much difference. For example, gender and age were shown to be determining factors in the selection of achromatic black [23], while there were no gender differences in the main emotions linked to red among the children considered in [24].

By adjusting the gender input in the interface of Fig. 10, one can compare color-emotion associations across gender, as shown in Fig. 11. Indeed, through the regression, we find that females associate admiration with a dark purple, while males associate it with a dark blue. Across most emotions, we find the following:

(a) Both genders typically associate with similar emotions and colors.

(b) Exceptions include admiration, in which females associate with a light purple, while males associate with a blue;
(c) and regret, which females associate with a dark pink, while males associate with a red-orange.

Through our study, we also found that females typically associate emotions with lighter shades. This is most clearly seen in the following:

(a) anger, compassion, disgust, guilt, pleasure, pride, relief, and sadness;
(b) exceptions, in which cases males choose lighter colors, include shame and disappointment.

Interestingly, this agrees with experiments done for young ages, where young boys were more likely to associate positive emotions with darker colors than girls; e.g., see [24].

B. Color-emotion associations across age

By adjusting the age input, we can compare color-emotion associations across age, as shown in Fig. 12. Through our mathematical model, we find the following:

(a) Younger people associate anger with a darker shade of red, while older people associate it with a lighter shade.
(b) Older people associate most emotions with lighter shades than younger people. Examples are anger, compassion, hate, interest, and love.
(c) On the other hand, older people associate relief with a darker blue.
(d) There exist some emotions for which we see a consistent color across the age spectrum, such as contempt, guilt, joy, sadness, and shame.
FIG. 12. Age comparison in single color associations (gender neutral), where shades of colors are obtained through the standard Decimal Code (R,G,B) obtained through our algorithm associated to each emotion.

A. Emotions associated to single colors

Through our study, we can classify emotions into two distinguished sets: those that have a distinct association to a specific color and those that do not. Indeed, emotions such as anger, disgust, fear, love, pride, relief, and sadness have very clear and distinct associations to a specific color. However, other emotions such as amusement, compassion, joy, and shame may be associated with multiple colors and therefore provide an ambiguous color, generally a shade of brown or some arbitrary mix of colors. Figure 13 displays the color associated with a single emotion at maximum intensity among the gender neutral and average age setting (e.g., pure relief is most associated with a light-blue color, while pure anger is associated with a red color).

FIG. 13. Single emotion associations predicted through our model (age = 20), where shades of colors are obtained through the standard Decimal Code (R,G,B) obtained through our algorithm associated to each emotion.

C. Emotions associated to single colors

Through our study, we can classify emotions into two distinguished sets: those that have a distinct association to a specific color and those that do not. Indeed, emotions such as anger, disgust, fear, love, pride, relief, and sadness have very clear and distinct associations to a specific color. However, other emotions such as amusement, compassion, joy, and shame may be associated with multiple colors and therefore provide an ambiguous color, generally a shade of brown or some arbitrary mix of colors. Figure 13 displays the color associated with a single emotion at maximum intensity among the gender neutral and average age setting (e.g., pure relief is most associated with a light-blue color, while pure anger is associated with a red color).

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In the present paper, we have analyzed a dataset provided by the online survey [12] in which 944 participants were presented with a series of 12 colors and asked to determine the association of each color with a set of 20 emotions in a scale from 0 to 5, via a platform depicted in Fig. 3. We used a machine-learning method to quantify the strength of color-emotion associations as well as their variation across age and gender. To quantify the strength of color-emotion associations, we employed a neural network to classify colors based on the participants’ 20 emotion association values as well as their age and gender. The network consists of 22 input nodes and 12 output nodes (for each color), and two hidden layers of 10 nodes, as depicted in Fig. 4. The results of the classification based on a cross validation of 10 000, and on a training set of 2000, are summarized by the confusion matrix in Fig. 5.

In particular, we found that black, brown, pink, and red are classified correctly with high accuracy, indicating a strong association with specific emotions, while green and purple are rarely predicted and classified accurately, indicating a weak association with emotion (see Fig. 6). In order to improve accuracy, we combined similar colors and formed six color groups to reduce confusion among similar colors and ran
an identical neural network to classify each group based on their corresponding emotion associations, increasing the classification accuracy to 52% (see Fig. 8). In particular, we find the following:

(I) brown is typically confused with the other darker colors, and

(II) both white and the orange-yellow group are notably confused with the blue-green-turquoise group.

We expect that this is likely due to shared associations with positive/negative emotions. We also investigated a neural-network-based regression to associate emotion and age/gender parameter colors on a continuous RGB spectrum. We used a neural network with the same 22 input nodes, but with three output nodes representing the red, green, and blue values. The network also consisted of two hidden layers of 20 and 10 nodes, and was trained on 2000 examples from the survey. We implemented an interface to display the output of the regression based on the 22 input variables, as shown in Fig. 10.

Using the regression, we determined precise colors in the Decimal Code (R,G,B) associated with single emotions and its variation due to age and gender. The colors associated with single emotions (with age set to 20 and gender neutral) are summarized in Fig. 13. Most colors which were associated with multiple (conflicting) colors such as amusement and shame produced ambiguous colors, generally a shade of brown or an arbitrary mix of colors. In Fig. 11, we displayed the effects of gender on single emotion associations. Through the regression, we show that

(III) in most cases, females associated the same emotion with lighter colors, with exceptions including shame and disappointment.

In particular, Fig. 12 displaces the effects of age on single emotion associations. The different perception of colors and emotional associations has long been considered (e.g., see [23,24,29]). In particular, from experimental data, it is seen that bright colors have mainly positive emotional associations and dark colors have mainly negative emotional associations when not taking gender into account, but women responded more positively than men to bright colors and more negatively to dark colors [29]. From our mathematical study, as seen in item (III) above, we see that females indeed choose brighter colors than men for most positive emotions and choose darker colors than men for the most negative emotions, which is in agreement with the experimental results. However, there are still some negative emotions for which women tend to choose lighter colors than men, and thus it would be very interesting to pursue an experimental study of a detailed color association to a large range of negative emotions across gender.

When considering age differences, we found that older people associate most emotions with lighter shades of the same color, with relief being an exception. It is interesting to highlight the different effects of age on color association:

(IV) Some emotions such as contempt, guilt, joy, sadness, and shame were associated with similar shades across age.

(V) On the other hand, some emotions such as admiration and pleasure shift to a more brown color as age increases, indicating ambiguity or a lack of data (extrapolation).

In recent decades, many studies have found that older people are less able than young people to identify facial expressions [25,26]. Moreover, since it has been hypothesized that the emotional association of colors could be related to their association with facial expressions [27], one can expect the association of color to get tinted with age, leading to further ambiguity, as we have found in our study through both items (I) and (V) above. It would indeed be very interesting to carry out experimental research on how aging leads to a higher probability of brown being associated with emotions.

Finally, considering the findings in terms of cross-age and gender color association, one may consider their implications within marketing strategies of different kinds. An example of this is, for instance, when marketing perfumes for different ages and genders. In such cases, one can use the colors people tend to associate with their smells for the packaging [30], and we propose that further considering their association with emotions could lead to more targeted audiences.

When considering single color association, certain emotions strongly associate with multiple conflicting colors, leading to an ambiguous mix of colors (often a brown) output by the regression. This ambiguity can also explain some of the variation found in the age and gender spectrum analysis. For example, both shame and admiration have relatively weak associations across all colors, which could explain some of the variation shown in the gender comparison. It should also be noted that in the RGB regression, different instances of the training lead to slightly different results in the colors produced. To reduce variation, we train using a high number of iterations (1000) and increase the standard regularization parameter $\lambda$ (incorporated to avoid the risk of overfitting) to achieve the most consistent results.
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